
 

 
Job Posting 

 

Title of Position: Traffic Manager 

Classification: Exempt 

Supervisor: Warehouse Supervisor 

 

POSITION OVERVIEW: 

 

The Traffic Manager will manage the shipping department, fleet and carriers, and fleet 

equipment maintenance, as well as analyze outbound demand between building customer 

delivery routes, truckloads, cross dock, and interchange. 

 

The Traffic Manager will work with the Warehouse Supervisor on inbound/outbound activity to 

maximize delivery efficiency, ensuring the site’s milestones/performance goals for OTD, cross 

dock, COD, on-time invoicing operating costs, quality, and safety are met, and this person will 

oversee Edgerton/Dallas fleet DOT/FMCSA compliance and reporting. 
 

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 

 

Determines fastest, most efficient and economical routing and mode of transportation to meet 

OTD and freight expense goals 

 

Manages the shipping department personnel, ensuring cross-functional training and team 

building while providing support and direction for daily routing and scheduling activity 

 

Manages the Edgerton fleet drivers, audits weekly driving logs for accuracy, monitors HOS/CSA 

scores, equipment PM, and ensures drivers are utilized as efficiently as possible to deliver the 

maximum number of loads, miles, and cubes per week, compliantly, safely, and damage free 

 

Manages outside company dedicated team to the same requirements as Edgerton fleet drivers 

 

Scheduled monthly driver meetings with Edgerton fleet drivers. Attends and participates in 

monthly dedicated driver meetings, addressing concerns/issues/new requirements 

 

Manages common carrier shipping and delivery performance to the expectation. Enforces top 

class delivery experiences for all customers, both internal and external  

 

Manages hostler yard drivers to carry out the needs for the warehouse operations for 

loading/unloading and container pickup/returns to rail yard with the support of a Logistics Clerk 

 

Supports the functions needed of the inventory staff to ensure accurate locations and product 

research 

 

Supports the actions set forth to the Warehouse Supervisors and maintains the proper 

loading/unloading of goods, on-time and accurately. Follows up with any issues that may arise 

and assists on correcting the issue 

 



Excellent and continuous communication with all Flexsteel facilities that goods are shipped from 

or to ensure streamlined deliveries and movement of goods 

 

Supports continued development and modifications of the Home Furnishings Cross Dock 

Calendar. Manages to the performance expectations set within the calendar, ensures 

shipping/carrier delivery compliance when sending cross dock to another site, enforces delivery 

performance on inbound loads from other sites 

 

Facilitates communications and carry out requests from Flexsteel Sales and Customer Service 

Representatives 

 

Reviews/trains lateral and vertical colleagues on systematic functions and carryout processes to 

better the business for Flexsteel Industries, Inc. Ensures proper primary and back-up assignment 

of all major shipping functions within the department. Manages associates to the performance 

levels assigned  

 

Maintains proper office supplies to ensure inventory levels are available for day-to-day 

operations 

 

Adjusts customer orders based on instructions from the Sales & Customer Service departments 

 

Leads and participates in conference calls 

 

Coordinates with HR Manager on any driver or staff violations, corrective action plans, accident 

protocol, and compliance training 

 

Initiates changes designed to improve control and efficiency of traffic department 

 

Coordinates with the Site Leaders and Corporate Transportation Manager on the negotiation of 

contracts for leasing of transportation equipment or property 

 

Manages the trucking operations budget for the Edgerton site to ensure expenses are in line with 

budget and cost control activity  

 

Trains and re-trains colleagues 

 

Keeps up with FMCSA and DOT regulations and makes sure all equipment is compliant 

 

Other duties and responsibilities as assigned 

 

EDUCATION & EXPERIENCE DESIRED: 

 

Associate’s degree required; Bachelor’s degree in Supply Chain Management or other related 

field preferred 

 

3-5 years of experience and/or training in a transportation or supply chain related field required 

 

3 years of experience managing either a private or dedicated fleet required 

 

3 years of experience directly managing a shipping department required 

 

DOT/FMCSA compliance experience preferred 

 



 

Excellent Microsoft Office (Excel, Word) skills required 

 

Experience using a Transportation Management System and/or PC Miler/Google Maps or other 

routing tools required 

 

Exhibits confidence in and empowers team to have necessary training and tools to be decision-

makers 

 

Ability to motivate others, influence action-based results, and demonstrates recognition  

 

Strong communication skills, both verbal and written 

 

Ability to provide off-site support to operations outside of the facility in Edgerton 

 

Promoter of safety and security  

 

Strong analytical skills with the ability to provide optimal cost and time solutions 

 

Accountable and responsible for team success and failures 

 

 

Flexsteel Industries, Inc. offers a competitive salary, along with an excellent full-time benefits 

package, paid holidays, a friendly, supportive work environment, Flexsteel furniture discounts, 

and professional growth opportunities.  

 

EEO/AA Employer Disabled/Veteran 

 

Application Instructions: 

Please apply online at http://www.flexsteel.com/about-us/careers 

 

 

http://www.flexsteel.com/about-us/careers

